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Newsletter

The Eritrean Community
Women’s Center in South
Tel Aviv works in
partnership with Release
Eritrea. The center is a
grassroots initiative
developed to offer
Eritrean women in Israel
access to much-needed
support.

Healthy Families Program
Healthy Families Event
On Friday 05 July 2013, the
"Healthy Families Program"
of the Eritrean Women’s
Community Center cohosted an amazing
educational and social night
for over 500 people. The
event focused on many
topics including abuse of
Eritreans in the Sinai and

Center and the work being

Migrant Workers, Sara

done here. This event

Robinson from Amnesty

provided insight into the

International Israel and

Women's Center, including

many others. Meron led a

both objectives and current

panel discussion that

programming. This event’s

included a lecture, a short

success was a result of the

video and concluded with a

collaboration of various local

Q & A. Following this, Zebib,

Eritrean community

Fana and Almaz, three of

organizations and the Eritrean

our star women activists,

Women’s Community Center.

domestic abuse in the

Hosted at the Eritrean Youth

community. The event

Center, this event included

accomplished reaching a

guest speakers such as

greater audience, including

Meron Estefanos, an Eritrean

many Eritrean men and

activist living in Sweden and

individuals who were

an expert on the Sinai, Sigal

unaware of the Women’s

Rozen from Hotline for
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gave a speech on the

drinks sold by the women From

Eritrean Women’s

Healthy Family Initiative and

the Center were donated to the

Community Center quickly

the efforts that the center on

Eritrean Women's Community

decided to organize another

the subject of domestic

Center. The night ended with a

gathering on the same

abuse. The participation in

concert from Yonathan, a well-

subject. This meeting took

the discussion was diverse,

known Eritrean singer from

place at the end of the

including members of the

Germany.

month, on the 31st of

local church. We were very

August, at the Eritrean

excited that the priests and

Women’s Center. This time

deacons participated in this

a group of 25 men and

discussion, as they are an

women who expressed their

important group when it

wish to participate in further

comes to advising the

work to combat domestic

community about marriage

violence in the community

and domestic abuse. Below

joined the meeting. Here are

is the photograph of an

Healthy Families Public

photographs from both

Orthodox priest participating

Seminar at Levinsky Park

events.

in the discussion on the
importance of combatting
domestic abuse.

On Saturday the 17 August
2013, the Eritrean Women’s
Community Center organized a

The proceeds of the ticket

public seminar in Levinsky

sales and from the food and

Park. The topic of the meeting
was domestic violence in the
Eritrean community. The event
was immensely successful with
approximately 200 people in
attendance. Given how well the
event was received by the
Eritrean community, the
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Healthy Families Forum

Nursery

During the month of

The nursery at the Center continues to be a much valued and highly regarded

September, the Healthy

aspect of the Women’s Center. The full time caregivers have gone through

Families Forum held two
lectures delivered by and to

intensive training with various child care organizations in order to provide a
high quality service for the mothers and children at the nursery. The dedicated
staff is an appreciated and an integral part of the Center and its successes.

its members. This initiative
In conjunction with the full time staff at the nursery, there are also numerous

came from Yikalu, an Eritrean

volunteers. These volunteers come from various organizations and referrals,

activist and a member of the

are of diverse nationalities and backgrounds that have kindly chosen to

Healthy Families Forum who

dedicate three to five hours, one to two times a week toward assisting with the

delivered both lectures

child care at the center.

covering two really important

Alongside the individuals that volunteer their time during the day, there is a

topics for the community:

core group of individuals that volunteer during the evening programming to

resilience and building trust.

assist in childcare activities. As many of the women that partake in the
evening classes bring their children with them, this can be difficult at times to

These lectures corresponded

focus on what is being taught, yet it is through the continued dedication of

with the Healthy Families

these volunteers that the women are able to concentrate on the class and

Forum’s work and brought

seminar materials while the volunteers are engaging the children in different

wide interest from people in
and outside the forum. 20
people participated in each of
the lectures.

activities.
From helping to develop child-centered educational and recreational activities,
to playing with the children and assisting the main caregiver staff with various
duties, the volunteers at the nursery are helping to make the Center a high
functioning and valued resource to the community.
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Women’s Health Initiative
Pregnancy Course

began by discussing general

In early July, the Center

women’s health, nutrition and

launched its Pregnancy

fitness. Addressing these

Course, a segment of the

topics is often neglected within

“Women’s Health Initiative”.

the community and this is

This course is an intensive

something the program hopes

10-week program touching on

to combat. The course

community outreach

various topics dealing with the

includes topics like the stages

programs, these workers will

stages before, during and

of fetal development, the

become the points of contact

after pregnancy. Designed to

necessary tests and nutrition

for women in the community

address the main concerns of

the women should be

seeking information on the

the women in the community,

engaging in while pregnant,

various concerns surrounding

the Pregnancy Course aims

and included discussions and

pregnancy. Through the

to educate women on the

demonstrations on proper

development of information at

necessary steps and

interaction and development of the Women’s Center, to

measures to undertake during

the child. The Pregnancy

escorting women to the

the stages of their

Course concludes with

various clinics and hospitals

pregnancies.

conversations about family

that can assist them, the

dynamics and psycho-social

Pregnancy Course aims to

training addressing

reach over 500 Eritrean

psychological dimension of

women and combat the

family health.

current and prevalent lack of

This course is designed to
create a core group of women
Designed in collaboration with

that will engage within the

numerous Health and

community as health workers.

Education organizations in

Operating both from within the

Israel, the Pregnancy Course

Women’s Center and through

information and access in the
community.
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Women’s Enrichment Program
continues to develop, we

Additional Enrichment

hope to institute a tiered

Activities

leveled system of instruction
to allow individuals of various
levels to partake and join

As the Center continues to
develop its educational
programming, our enrichment

Language Classes

classes at any time.

Within the various projects of

From September, we have a

These events consist of a

the “Women’s Enrichment

new teacher Talila, who

drop-in coffee night where

Program”, the Hebrew

began teaching an English

women, volunteers, locals and

classes continue to be one of

class. The new teacher is a

more, are able to “drop in” to

the most successful and

dedicated person who is

the center and participate in

continuously attended

going to work with the center

traditional ceremonial coffee

programs at the Women's

for a long time. We are happy

hours. In Eritrea, the process

Center. Through word of

to welcome Talila to our

of group coffee drinking was

mouth, the success of the

beautiful community!

traditionally conducted as a

activities are expanding.

Hebrew class, led by local

means to gather individuals

volunteer Sigal, has spread to

and discuss numerous topics.

many more women in the
community. New groups of
women, originally not involved
in the Center’s various
programming, have
expressed their desire to
partake in a Hebrew class of
their own. However due to the
progressed and advanced
nature of the initial class, a
second Hebrew class has
now been formed. As this
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The Center is continuously
pursuing this activity to make it
a regular drop-in event. The
last coffee night we had was
on Tuesday, August 13th. We
not only enjoyed the traditional
ceremony, the coffee and
amazing company, but also
the coming together of Eritrean
women activists with
international and Israeli
activists who discussed many
of the issues that the Eritrean
community is facing in Israel.

In conjunction with the coffee

Dr. Habte, Health Q&A

night, the Center is looking to
establish movie nights, beach
days, arts and crafts evenings

The successful Health Q&A
sessions with Dr. Habte continue to
be a community favorite among the

as well as days dedicated to

women in the community. The

playing various sports such as

informal drop-in sessions at the

volleyball and football.

Women’s Center allows for

Through these alternate

community members that may not
be able to commit to the duties and

activities, the Center hopes to

activities of being a health worker, to

reach more women and

enjoy this alternative outlet for

engage individuals in

attaining necessary information and

community through the

having their various health questions
addressed.

strengthening of our activities.
As access to health and social
services in Israel continues to be a
problem for the refugee community,
the Women’s Center has provided
an alternative avenue in which
women can attain information and
have their questions addressed by
an individual both respected and
attuned to the concerns of the
community.
The Women’s Center is continuously
grateful to Release Eritrea for
supporting the assistance and
services that Dr. Habte provides.
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Delegation to Israel
The Eritrean Women's Community Center was so excited to welcome
Selam Kidane from our beloved partner organization Release Eritrea this
past month! Selam participated in many of our activities and oversaw the
work of the Center. We cannot wait for Selam to come back!
The Eritrean Women’s Community Center supported a delegation to Israel

Needs
• Laptop computers
• English language teaching
materials (books, CDs)
• Child educational materials

that focused on advocating for Sinai survivors living in Israel. The

• First Aid materials

delegation included representatives from: Release Eritrea, All Africa

• Entertainment system (TV,

Conference of Churches (AACC), Tilburg University, European External

stereos/speaker)

Policy Advisers (EEPA), among others. The delegation heard about the
current situation in Sinai as well as the lack of services available to

• Children’s tables

survivors in Israel. The delegation also met with representatives of the

• Kids food and Bottles

Eritrean Women's Community Center to hear about the services offered by

• Funding

the center to survivors of Sinai abuse. The women of the center made the

• Smiles

delegation a delicious dinner and coffee. The delegation plans on
conducting international advocacy based on the findings from their visit.
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Successes
 Our project on the right of divorced refugee women to receive child support in Israel is ongoing. Eritrean
Women’s Community Center is working with key Israeli human rights lawyers on the subject. One case has
been submitted via Legal Aid and another will be submitted next month. Fingers crossed that this works!
 On a daily basis, Eritrean volunteers are escorting women to various appointments, especially
gynecologists. The Eritrean Women’s Community Center feels that the number of women requesting family
planning (like IUDs for example) has gone up in comparison to the number of women requesting abortions.
We were very happy when Dr. Schecter (one of the main gynecologists who provide services for refugee
women) told us he noticed this trend as well.
 Speech therapy was organized for one Eritrean boy through a volunteer at the center. A volunteer child
language expert is working with a 4 year old boy who was not speaking at the level for his age group. One
of our greatest volunteers, Sigal the Hebrew teacher, was able to find volunteer doctors and specialists to
provide hearing tests and other services to determine the issues this child was facing. Now with the help of
specialist training, this boy is starting to speak more and more.
 Zebib Sultan, the Director of the Center, was invited and participated in a meeting with the Israeli Ministry
of Health discussing health issues facing the refugee communities. They invited Zebib to a follow up
meeting to discuss the issue of children and health insurance to take place in October. Furthermore, the
Eritrean Women’s Community Center hosted a meeting on Health Insurance on the 12th of September for
representatives from the Eritrean and Sudanese communities. At the meeting, staff from Physicians for
Human Rights and Amnesty International discussed health insurance issues for refugees in Israel.

Zebib Sultan
Zebib runs the women's center and acts as one of the nursery staff. Due to lack of
other options, Zebib still spends many hours working in the nursery in order to
supplement her own income from the subsidized payments of the mothers in the
nursery. This means that Zebib is unable to focus all of her energies on the
women's center as she is tired from working in the nursery during the day. We do
have funding for a few hours of work each week, and the activities presented here
are a result of these efforts.

“I am so happy that I know I can go to the Women’s Center for anything I need.
They have helped me a lot” - Abeba

Eritrean Women’s Community Center
13 HaKongress St., Tel Aviv: +972-542317006
eritreanwomenscenter@gmail.com
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